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energy. The upper curves a' and a correspond 
to the calculations by Bhabha 5 as corrected by 
Block, King, and Wada4 for the cases of no screen
ing (a' ) and complete screening (a). The two 
lower curves b' and b (b'- no screening, 
b - complete screening) were calculated by us 
from the results of Murota, Ueda, and Tanaka,6 

whose calculation is more exact than Bhabha's. 
As can be seen from the figure, the totality of 

the experimental results on the determination of 
A. for an energy interval of primary electrons 
1-100 Bevis in satisfactory agreement with the 
theory of Murota et al. A certain disagreement 
between experiment and the predictions of the 
above mentioned theory for electrons in the en
ergy interval 0.1 - 1 Bev is apparently due to an 
illegitimate extrapolation into the indicated energy 
region of the correction calculated by Koshiba and 
Kaplon 7 for the number of false tridents, which 
should lead to a substantial underestimate of the 
true number of tridents. 

Thus the experimental results on the determina
tion of the cross section for direct electron -posi
tron pair production by electrons should apparently 
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THE propagation of electromagnetic waves in a 
magnetoactive plasma at frequencies w, close to 
mwi/ (m = 1, 2, .... ; where w~ is ~he gyromag
netic frequency of the electron and wif is the gyro
magnetic frequency of the ion) is characterized by 
strong absorption; this absorption is due to the 
thermal motion of the electrons and ions ( cyclo
tron absorption) 1 - 5 and is of interest in connection 
with problems of microwave diagnostics and radio
frequency heating of plasmas. 

The damping of waves characterized by w 
~ mw¥J, m = 2, 3, .... , is especially pronounced 
in the case of a double resonance, i.e., when mwH 
~ w+, where w+ is the frequency given by the 
condition 

A = I - Ue- v. + UeVe cos2 a = 0, 

be considered as being in agreement with the pre
dictions of quantum electrodynamics up to 100 Bev 
energies for the primary electrons. 

I am grateful to Prof. I. I. Gurevich for valuable 
advice received in the course of this work. 

*These events were found by A. A. Varfolomeev's group. 
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ne is the electron Langmuir frequency, and e is 
the angle between the direction of propagation of 
the wave and the direction of the magnetic field. 
As is well known,2•6 when w ~ w+ the index of 
refraction for the extraordinary wave n2 become 
very large and a plasma wave can appear. When 
w ~ mw¥J ~ w+ and m = 3, 4 the complex indices 
of refraction for these waves, determined from the 
dispersion equation which has been reported ear
lier,2 are 

where 

ni.s = {- A0 + (A~- 4~~B0A1) '1'} / 2~;A1 > I, 

Xs,s = a;. sin2 a (I - Ue) n:.s (2Bo + Aon;,s) -l. 

Bo = (2- Ve) Ue- 2 (I- Ve) 2 - u,v. cos2 a, 
Al =- Ve {3cos4 a (I- u,) + cos2 a sin2 a (6- 3u, + u;) 

X (I- u,)-~ + 3 sin4 a (I- 4 u,t1 }. 

v;tm2m-2 sin 2m-2 O.Q2 
• e (A )2m-3 ( e2) 

Clm = 2m+'lz I n e2 r-en2.8 exp - Zm ' , m. COS"<OH 

~. = (T. I m,c2)'", 

(1) 

T e is the temp~rature of the electron gas and me 
is the mass of the electron. If, however, w ~ 2w¥J 

~ w+, 
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We now consider cases of ion cyclotron reso
nance. If w ~ wk, the indices of refraction for 
the ordinary and extraordinary waves (when f3ic 
« VA « c) are given by the expressions 

z 2 c2 IV~ 
nz = N -= 1 + cos2 0 ' (2) 

where c2 /VA_ = ( s:ti I wk )2 (the subscript i used 
in the quantity fi denotes the quantity fe with the 
electron mass replaced by the ion mass mi and 
the temperature of electron gas replaced by the 
ion temperature Ti). The expression for n1 given 
in (2) applies when 11 - wk I w I » f3iN +cos e; in 
this case the cyclotron damping of the ordinary 
wave is exponentially small. When 11 - wk I w I 
« f3iN+ cos e however, this wave is highly damped: 

' 0 - v3 + i {v-;:;- c2 (1 + cos2 9) }'(, 
nl = nl + txl - -2- -8 2 • 

V A~i cos~ 0 
(3) 

The extraordinary wave also experiences cyclotron 
absorption: 

x2 = ~~N:_ cos 8 sin4 8 exp (- z~2) IV 8rt I w (z~) 12 (I + cos2 8)2 , 

(4) 

where 

z 

-z' ( 2i \' t• ) w (z) = e I + y;; .\ e dt . 
0 

The extraordinary wave is weakly damped: K2 « N_ 
since f3iN_ « 1. When f3ic ~ VA propagation of 
both waves is impossible because of the strong 
damping: n1, 2 ~ K 1, 2 ~ 1/f3i if w ~ wk. 

In the case of multiple resonances 

m=2,3, ... , n~. 2 = N ± + ix1,2, 

where 

"1.2 = cr~,N ±{(I + cos2 8) N~- 2 su- 2 iE12} {2 cos2 8N~ 

-En (1 + cos2 8) N~}-1 , (6) 

,r- 2m-2 · 2m-2 n 2 . 
i _ vnm sm t!C (AN )2m-3e p(-z'2) 

Om - zm--r-'h I ny2 ?l ± X m , 
m. cos" A 

z~, =(I -mw~ / w) (V2~iN ±cos 8f1, En= 1- Vt I (I- Ut). 

E12 =- ivt / VU:(J -- u,). 

If I zk I ~ 1, then K1, 2 /N± ~ (f3iN±) 2m-3. . 

Waves characterized by frequencies w ~ wi-J 

( w not necessarily close to mwk) are also 
damped as a consequence of absorption in the 
electron gas (Landau damping). The refractive 
indices for these waves are given by Eq. (5) and 
the damping coefficients are 

"c.3 IN± = Im {s:a [En sin2 8N~ + (28128 23 cos8 sin6- 8~3 cos28 

- (2~1 + 8~2) sin2 6) N~ +s118~3] + s;2 (E11 - cos2 6N~)} 

x {2Eu (I+ cos2 8) N~- 4 cos2 6N~}-1 , (7) 

where 

s23 = -itan6vt(l + iV;z~w(z~))JVut, 
8~2 = i 2 v; (me I mt) sin2 8viz~w (z~) ~~N~ I Ut, 

Eaa = (2m, I m,) Vt (z~)2 ( 1 + i v; z~w (zg)), 

z~ = <V2 ~.N ±cos 6)-1 • 

The damping (7) is small; K2, 3 « N±. Even if 
I z~ I :$ 1, i.e., VA ~ f3ec, we find K2, 3 /N± 
,..., me/mi. 
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A previously described1 scintillation telescope 
was used to investigate the depencence of the photo-


